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ABSTRACT
In this work, we study existence of taxicab incircle and cir-
cumcircle of a triangle in the taxicab plane and give the
functional relationship between them in terms of slope of
sides of the triangle. Finally, we show that the point of
intersection of taxicab inside angle bisectors of a triangle
is the center of taxicab incircle of the triangle.
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O taxicab upisanoj i opisanoj kružnici trokuta
SAŽETAK
U ovom radu promatramo postojanje taxicab upisane i
opisane kružnice trokuta u taxicab ravnini i dajemo njihov
odnos s obzirom na koeficijente smjera stranica trokuta.
Naposljetku, pokazujemo da je sjecǐste taxicab unutarnjih
simetrala kuta trokuta sredǐste njegove taxicab upisane
kružnice.
Ključne riječi: taxicab udaljenost, taxicab kružnica, taxi-
cab upisana kružnica, taxicab opisana kružnica, taxicab
ravnina and taxicab geometrija
1 Introduction
Taxicab plane geometry introduced by Menger and devel-
oped by Krause using the metricdT(P,Q) = |x1−x2|+








between any two pointsP = (x1,y1) , Q = (x2,y2) in the
analytical planeR2. According to definition of taxicab dis-
tance function, the path between two points in the plane is
union of two line segments which each of line segments
is parallel to one of coordinate axis. Thus, taxicab dis-
tance is the sum of Euclidean lengths of these two line
segments. Taxicab geometry have studied and developed
in different aspects by mathematicians. One can see for
some of these in [2], [3], [5], [6], [7], [9]. The linear struc-
ture of the taxicab plane is almost the same as Euclidean
plane. There is one different aspect. Euclidean and taxi-
cab planes have different distance functions. So it seems
interesting to study the taxicab analogues of topics that are
related with the concept of distance.
It is well known that there exist a unique incircle and a
unique circumcircle for a given triangle in the Euclidean
geometry. Also the distanced between the centers of incir-
cle and circumcircle of a triangle isd =
√
R(R−2r) where
r andR are radii of incircle and of circumcircle, respec-
tively. Here, we study and extend these three properties to
the taxicab plane.
2 Taxicab incircles and circumcircles of a
given triangle
The incircle of a triangle is the circle contained in the tri-
angle and touches to (is tangent to) each of the three sides
at one point. A circle passing through all three vertices of
a triangle is calledcircumcircle of the triangle.
Let C be a point in the taxicab plane, andr be a positive
real number. The set of points{X : dT (C,X) = r} is called
taxicab circle, the pointC is calledcenter of the taxicab
circle, andr is called thelength of the radiusor simplyra-
diusof the taxicab circle. Every taxicab circle in the taxi-
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cab plane is an Euclidean square having sides with slopes
±1.
Let l be a line with slopem in the taxicab plane.l is called a
gradual line, asteep line,aseparator if |m|< 1, |m|> 1,
|m|= 1, respectively (see Figure 1). In particularly, a grad-
ual line is calledhorizontal if it is parallel tox-axis, and a
steep line is calledvertical if it is parallel toy-axis.
The isometry group of taxicab plane is the semi direct
product of D(4) and T (2) where D(4) is the symme-
try group of Euclidean square andT (2) is the group of
all translations in the plane. That is, the rotationsθ =
kπ/2, k∈ Z, the reflections by lines with horizontal, verti-
cal and separators and all translations are isometries in the
taxicab plane(see [5], [8]) .
The distance from the pointP= (x0,y0) to a linel with the
equation
ax+by+c= 0 isdT (P, l)= |ax0 +by0+c|max{|a| , |b|}
(see [6]) .
Figure 1
In the taxicab plane, the triangles can be classified as eight
groups according to slopes of the sides of triangles:
i) All sides of the triangle lie on gradual (steep) lines.
ii) Two sides of the triangle lie on gradual (steep) lines, the
other side lies on a steep (gradual) line.
iii) Two sides of the triangle lie on separator lines, the other
side lies on a gradual (steep) or a horizontal (vertical) line.
iv) A side of the triangle lies on a separator line, two sides
of the triangle lie on gradual (steep) lines.
v) A side of the triangle lies on a separator line, the other
side lies on a gradual line and the third side lies on a steep
line.
vi) A side of the triangle lies on a vertical line, the other
side lies on a horizontal line and third side lies on a grad-
ual (steep) line or separator line.
vii) A side of the triangle lies on a vertical (horizontal)
line, two sides of the triangle lie on gradual (steep) lines.
viii) A side of the triangle lies on a vertical (horizontal)
line, the other side lies on a gradual line and the third side
lies on a steep line.
The next theorem gives an explanation about whether there
exist an incircle and a circumcircle of a triangle or not.
Theorem 1 A triangle has a taxicab circumcircle and in-
circle if and only if two sides of the triangle lie on gradual




ABCbe a triangle having a taxicab circumcir-
cle and a taxicab incircle and letma, mb andmc denote
the slopes of linesBC, AC andAB, respectively. A taxi-
cab circumcircle compose of the line segments which are
on lines with slopes∓1, passing through the vertices of a
triangle. That is, there is a line with slope 1 or−1 pass-
ing through every vertex of the triangle, and the triangle
is completely inside the taxicab circumcircle. Every ver-
tex of a triangle is a point intersection of two sides of this
triangle. Since three vertices of the triangle are on differ-
ent sides of the taxicab circle, vertices of two sides of the
triangle are on neighbour sides of the taxicab circle. So
two vertices of the triangle are on lines with same slope 1,
and the third vertex is on a line with slope−1 or vice versa.
Suppose that verticesA, B, C of triangle are on lines
with slopes−1, +1, −1, respectively. Thusma < 1 and
ma >−1. That is,|ma|<1.Similarly one can obtainmc < 1
andmc >−1. That is, |mc|> 1. Third sideAC is on a grad-
ual or a steep line. Other cases can be proven similarly.
Since the triangleABChas a taxicab incircle, three vertices
of the circle are on sides of the triangle. Three vertices of
the incircle are on lines slopes∓1 and 0 or∞. So there are
two different cases (see Figure 2).
Figure 2
Case I: Let the vertices of the incircle be on lines with
slopes−1, 1 and∞. And letT1, T2, T3 denote these points
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such thatT1, T2 andT3 are on sidesAC, BCandAB, respec-
tively. If T1 andT2 are on a vertical line, then|ma| < 1 and
|mb| < 1. Otherwise, a part of the sides of the incircle lie
outside of the triangle. Also|mc|> 1 since incircle must be
inside the triangle.
Case II: Let the vertices of the incircle be on lines with
slopes−1, 1 and 0. This case is proven similarly as case I.
Conversely, let two sides of the triangle be on gradual lines
and other side be on a steep line. We may draw the lines
of slopes 1 and−1 passing through vertices of the trian-
gle. By the definition of the circumcircle, these lines must
not pass through inner region of the triangle. Thus we may
construct three sides of a taxicab circumcircle encircled th
triangle. The fourth side of the taxicab circumcircle prop-
erly can be found.
Since three vertices of incircle of the triangle are on each
sides of the triangle, we may construct incircle alike cir-
cumcircle case. 
In the rest of the article, we assume that the vertexC of
a triangle
4
ABC is the intersection point of gradual (steep)
sides of the triangle. Without lose of generality, a vertex
of the triangle can be taken at origin since all translations
of the analytical plane are isometries of the taxicab plane.
So we take the vertexC is at origin. Notice that this as-
sumption about the position of the triangle does not loose
the generality. If the role of verticesA andB of the triangle
replace with each other, then the slopesma andmb must be
replaced with each other in all functional relations through
the article.
The following theorem gives a relation between diameters
of the circumcircle and incircle and the slopes of sides of a
triangle in the taxicab plane.
Theorem 2 Let slopes of sides AB, C,CA of a triangle
4
ABC be mc,ma and mb, respectively and a,b,c be the taxi-
cab lengths of sides of BC, A,AB of the triangle
4
ABC. If
the triangle has a taxicab incircle with radiusr and a cir-
















, |ma|>1, |mb|>1 and |mc|<1
where ρ(ma,mb,mc) =
|mb−ma| |δ(ma,mb)−mc|




ma, a > b
mb, a < b .
Proof. Let
4
ABCbe a triangle such that|ma| < 1, |mb| < 1
and |mc| > 1 wherema, mb and mc are slopes of sides
BC,AC andAB, respectively (see Figure 2). There are two
main positions of gradual sides of the triangle:
i) Gradual sides are on same quadrant of the plane (see Fig-
ure 2)
ii ) Gradual sides are on neighbour quadrants of the plane
(see Figure 3).
Suppose thatA=(xa,ya) ,B=(xb,yb) are points such that
xb > xa > 0 andya > yb > 0 (see Figure 2). Therefore,

























ACwith the equationsy= mc(x−xa)+ya, y=




BC, respectively. SoT1=(t,mbt) andT2=(t,mat)
























is on the line with the equationy = mc (x−xa) + ya, one











ABCbe a triangle such that|ma| < 1, |mb| <
1 and|mc| > 1 (see Figure 3a).
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Suppose thatA=(xa,ya) , B=(xb,yb) are two points such
that xb > xa > 0 andya > 0 > yb (see Figure 3a). Then,


























ACwith the equationsy= mc (x−xa)+ya, y=




BC, respectively. SoT1=(t,mbt) andT2=(t,mat)
for t ∈ R+. Thus the center and the radius of the taxicab























point T3 is on the line with the equationy =
mc(x−xb) + yb, one can easily compute thatt =
2xb(ma−mc)
ma +mb−2mc−mc(−ma +mb)






Notice that if the triangle
4




about the origin, then the triangle will be in







In fact, if ma, mb and mc are replaced with−m−1a ,
−m−1b and −m
−1
c , respectively, in equation (2.1), then




is an isometry of the taxicab plane. Also the
triangle
4
ABCsuch that |ma|<1, |mb|<1 and |mc|>1
is mapped to the triangle
4
ABCwith |ma|>1,




can find the relations about all positions of the triangle
4
ABC if ma, mb and mc are replaced with−m−1a ,−m
−1
b
and −m−1c in the relations for the triangles with
|ma|<1, |mb|<1 and |mc|>1. So the relations about all
positions of the triangle can be easily generalized. 
The next theorem gives a relation about distance between
centers of the incircle and circumcircle of the triangle in
terms ofR, r and slopes of sides of the triangle.
Theorem 3 Let slopes of sides AB, BC, CA of a triangle
4
ABC be mc, ma, mb, respectively. Let MI and ME be cen-
ters of the taxicab incircle with radiusr and taxicab cir-
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Proof. Suppose that
4
ABC is a triangle with vertices
A=(xa,ya) ,B=(xb,yb) andC=(0,0) such thatxb > xa > 0
andya > yb. If the triangle
4
ABChas a taxicab circumcircle
and incircle, then the two sides of the triangle are on grad-
ual (steep) lines and third side is on a steep (gradual) line
by Theorem 1 Therefore, there are two possible cases:
Case I : If |mc|>1, |ma|<1 and|mb|<1, respectively (see
Figure 2), then center and radius of the taxicab circumcir-













,respectively. Let vertices of the taxi-
cab incircle on sidesCA and CB be T1=(t,mbt) and
T2=(t,mat) for t ∈ R+, respectively. Thus center and















. Thus distance between






























































Similarly the relations about all positions of the triangle
can be easily generalized. 
In Euclidean geometry it is well known that intersection
point of inside angle bisectors of a triangle is the center of
incircle of the triangle. Each point of an angle bisector is
equidistant from the sides of the angle. Since taxicab dis-
tance is different from Euclidean distance, taxicab bisector
of a angle is different from Euclidean bisector of the angle.
Thus the intersection point of taxicab inside angle bisectors
of a triangle is, generally different from the Euclidean case.
The following theorem expresses that the above property is
also valid in the taxicab plane.
Theorem 4 The intersection point of the taxicab inside
angle bisectors of a triangle with a taxicab incircle is the
center of taxicab incircle of the triangle.
Proof. A triangle
4
ABChas a taxicab incircle if two sides
of the triangle lie on gradual lines and the remaining side
of its lies on a steep line by Theorem 1.
Figure 4
Equation of linesL1, L2 and L3 containing the sides
AB, AC and BC of the triangle arey = mc (x−xa) + ya,
y = mbx andy = max, respectively. One can find the taxi-
cab inside angle bisector linesBL1, BL2 andBL3, by using



















one can obtain the following equation:





























respectively. If the system of linear equations consisting
of equations ofBL1, BL2 and BL3 is solved, then it is
seen that there is a unique intersection point of linesBLi ,
i = 1,2,3. Also this point is the center of the taxicab incir-
cle of the triangle
4
ABC. If two sides of the triangle lie on
steep lines and the remaining side of its lies on a gradual
line, the proof can be given, similarly. 
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3 Taxicab incircles and circumcircles of a
given triangle with at least a side on a sep-
arator line
In Euclidean geometry, it is well-known that the number of
intersection points of a circle and a line is 0, 1 or 2. In the
taxicab plane, this number is 0, 1, 2 or∞. (see Figure 5)
Figure 5
So far, we have considered that a incircle touches (is tan-
gent to) each of the three sides of the triangle at only one
point and circumcircle passes through all vertices of trian-
gle. In this section we examine the incircle and circumcir-
cle of a triangle by using following definition of concept
of touching (tangent!). In the previous section, we have
mentioned that a steep or a gradual line tangent to a taxi-
cab circle if the taxicab circle and the steep or gradual line
have common only one point. But sides of a taxicab circle
always lie on separator lines. If slope of the a side of a
triangle is+1 or−1 then that side coincides with a side of
the taxicab incircle or circumcircle along a line segment.
In this section, we consider the concept oftangent along
a line segmentif a line segment completely or partially
lie on one side of the taxicab circle. This assumption in-
creases the number of cases about existence of incircle and
circumcircle for a given triangle in the taxicab plane. We
only consider cases consisting infinite intersection points
in this section. Because of this assumption, at least one
side of the triangle must be on separator line. (see Figure
6).
Figure 6
Next two theorems give some conditions about existence
of incircle and circumcircle for a triangle with one or two
sides on separator lines.
Theorem 5 A triangle with at least one side on a separa-
tor line has always a taxicab circumcircle and incircle.
Proof. Let
4
ABCbe a triangle which at least one side of it
is on a separator line. Then there are two main cases:
1) A side of the triangle
4
ABC is on a separator line.
(see Figure 7).
2) Two sides of the triangle
4
ABCare on separator
lines. (see Figure 8).
Case 1: Let a side of the triangle
4
ABCbe on a separator
line in the taxicab plane. Suppose that vertexC is at ori-
gin andma is −1 (or 1), that is, sideBC lies ony=−x (see
Figure 7). A taxicab circumcircle composes of the line seg-
ments which are on lines with slopes∓1, passing through
the vertices of a triangle. Sincema=−1, and the triangle is
completely inside the taxicab circumcircle, side with slope
−1 of the taxicab circumcircle coincides with the sideBC
of the triangle. So there are two subcases according to po-
sition of vertexA :
i) Vertex A is on opposite side of the circle according to
side containingBC.
ii) VertexA is on neighbour side of the circle according to
side containingBC.
Infinite circumcircles can be drawn for both of cases. In
subcase I, all circumcircles have the same radius. Note
that the circumcircle moves along the line segmentBC. In
subcase II, all circumcircles have different radii. Note that
the center of the circumcircle moves along a horizontal or
a vertical line. Distance between centers of two of circum-
circles is called asquantity of change, and it is shown by
t (see Figure 7). If vertex A is on opposite side of the cir-
cle to side containingBC, then one ofAC andAB is on a
gradual line, and the other is on steep line. If vertexA is
on neighbour side to side containingBC, thenAC andAB
are on gradual lines or steep lines.
A side of the taxicab incircle is onBCsince the taxicab in-
circle is a taxicab circle, and it is tangent to all three side.
There are two subcases according to position of side of the
taxicab incircle :
i) Side of the taxicab incircle doesn’t pass through vertex
B or C.
ii) Side of the taxicab incircle pass through vertexB or C.
In subcase I, two lines with slope 1 can be drawn at end
point of side onBC. Since the incircle is completely inside
the triangle, one of side of the triangle is on a steep line,
and the other is on a gradual line.
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In subcase II, side of the taxicab incircle onBC is tangent
to two sides of the triangle. So sides of triangle are on
gradual lines or steep lines (see Figure 7).
Figure 7
Case 2:The proof can be given as in Case 1.
Figure 8

The following theorem gives the relations between radii of
the incircle and circumcircle of a given triangle with one
or two sides are on a separator line.
Theorem 6 Let
4
ABC be a triangle in the taxicab plane,
ma,mb and mc denote slopes of sides BC,AC and AB, re-
spectively. If the triangle
4
ABC has a taxicab incircle with












































, |ma| = 1, |mb| > 1 and |mc| > 1









, |ma| = 1, |mb| = 1 and |mc| < 1
whereρ(ma,mb,mc) =
|mb−ma| |δ(ma,mb)−mc|




ma, a > b
mb, a < b .
Proof. Let
4
ABCbe a triangle which at least one side
of it on a separator line. One can easily see possi-
ble positions of the triangle from Theorem 5. LetA =
(xa,ya) ,B = (xb,yb) be two points such thatxa > xb > 0,
ya > 0 > yb, ma=−1, mb < 1 andmc > 1.
Figure 9
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In this case a side of the circumcircle coincide with the
sideBC of the triangle, and vertexA is on opposite side of
the circle to the side containingBC. So there are infinite









is the top vertex of the
circumcircle that a vertex of it isC. Similarly,
Kp1 = (xb,−xb +xa +ya) is the top vertex of the cir-
cumcircle such that a vertex of it isB. X1 de-
notes the top vertex of all circumcircles. So
X1 = λK1 + (1−λ)Kp1 for all λ ∈ [0,1] (see Figure 9).
Therefore the vertices of circumcircles are
X1 = (λp+xb,−λp+(−xb +xa+ya)) ,













−xb. Thus, center and radius of the taxi-
cab circumcircle having vertexXi of the triangle
4
ABCare










AC with the equationsy = mc (x−xa) + ya,





BC respectively. That isT1=(γ,mbγ) and
T2=(γ,−γ) for γ ∈ R+. Thus center and radius of the taxi-





















and pointT3 is ony =









m stand for slope of a linel . If l reflects withy−axis,
then m changed to−m. So the above relation is valid
for ma=1, mb > −1 and mc < −1. The relation about
other case for|ma| = 1, |mb| > 1 and |mc| < 1 can be
found whenma, mb , mc replace with−m−1a ,−m
−1
b and
−m−1c in the relations for|ma|=1, |mb| < 1 and|mc| > 1.
It is easily seen that all relations satisfyρ(ma,mb,mc) for









|ma|=1, |mb| > 1 and|mc| < 1.
Let
4
ABCbe a triangle such that|ma| = 1, |mb| > 1 and
|mc| > 1 (see Figure 10).A = (xa,ya) ,B = (xb,yb) and
C = (0,0) are three points such thatxb < xa < 0 and
0 < yb < ya.
Figure 10
Therefore, center and radius of the taxicab circumcircle









andR = t +
−xa +ya
2
wheret is quantity of change. From last equation ofR, one
can find thatxa =
2(R− t)
mb−1
. Three vertices of the taxicab






AC with the equations
y = mc(x−xa) + ya, y = −x and y = mbx, respectively.











. Thus center and radius of


























This relation is also valid if one can take−ma,−mb, −mc
instead ofma, mb, mc, respectively. The relation about
other case for|ma|=1, |mb| < 1 and |mc| < 1 can be





the relations for|ma| = 1, |mb| > 1 and |mc| > 1. It is
easily seen that all relations satisfyρ(ma,mb,mc) for
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for |ma| = 1, |mb| > 1 and|mc| > 1.
Let
4
ABCbe a triangle with|ma|=1, |mb|=1 and|mc| > 1
(see Figure 11).A = (xa,ya) , B = (xb,yb) andC = (0,0)
are three points such thatxa > xb > 0 andya > 0 > yb.
Figure 11
In this case, there are infinite taxicab circumcircles, and
their centers move along a vertical or a horizontal line ac-
cording to slope of sideAB. So, the center and radius of the




ME = (xa + t,0) and R = xa + t
wheret is quantity of change. From last equation aboutR
is obviouslyxa=R−t.






AC with the equationsy = mc (x−xa) + ya,




BC, respectively. SoT1=(γ,γ) andT2=(γ,−γ) for




MI = (γ,0) and r = γ.
SinceT3 = (2γ,0) and pointT3 is ony = mc(x−xa)+ya,
one can find asγ =
xa (mc−mb)
2mc
. Therefore the relation





This equation is also valid ifmc replace with−mc.
The other case for|ma| = |mb| = 1 and |mc| < 1 can be





in the relations for|ma| = |mb|=1 and|mc| > 1. Thus, the
proof of the theorem is completed. 




ABC be a triangle which at least one side
is on a separator line in the taxicab plane. If the triangle
4
ABC has a taxicab incircle and circumcircle, then the dis-
tance between the center ME of the taxicab circumcircle
with radiusR, and the center MI of the incircle with radius
r is
dT (ME,MI ) = R− r .
Proof. The proof is given by using the values ofME and
MI in the Theorem 6. 
The following theorem shows that expression of the Theo-
rem 7 is also valid for a triangle which at least one side is
on a separator line.
Theorem 8 Let
4
ABC be a triangle with at least one side
is on a separator line. If
4
ABC has a taxicab incircle, then
the center of incircle is the intersection point of the taxicb





ABCbe a triangle such thatma, mb andmc are
slopes of sidesBC,AC andAB, respectively. If at least one
side of a triangle
4
ABC lies on a separator line, there are six
different cases according to slopes of the sides of triangles;
i) |ma| = 1, |mb| < 1 and|mc| > 1
ii) |ma| = 1, |mb| > 1 and|mc| < 1
iii ) |ma| = 1, |mb| > 1 and|mc| > 1
iv) |ma| = 1, |mb| < 1 and|mc| < 1
v) |ma| = 1, |mb| = 1 and|mc| > 1
vi) |ma| = 1, |mb| = 1 and|mc| < 1
Case i) Let
4
ABCbe a triangle with|ma|=1, |mb| < 1 and
|mc| > 1. ThenA=(xa,ya) , B = (xb,yb) andC = (0,0) are
three points such thatxa > xb > 0 andyb > 0 > ya (see
Figure 12).
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Figure 12
L1, L2 andL3 denote the lines which lie onAC, AB and
BC, respectively. These linesL1, L2 and L3 are y =
mbx, y = mc(x−xa) + ya, and y=x, respectively. Using
definition of distance from a point to a line in the taxicab
plane, the taxicab inside angle bisector linesBL1,BL2 and
BL3 are found as follow:
SinceBL1 =
{


































respectively. If the system of linear equations consistingof










That is, linesBL1,BL2 and BL3 pass through the same




The proof of the other cases can be given by similar ways.

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